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Virtual Shikoku Pilgrimage Project Website.  

During my Practicum project I worked with Dr. Bergeron on the Virtual Shikoku 

Pilgrimage Project. As I created a website from scratch with HTML, CSS, and Java Script code 

to create the page. In the index.html document you can find all the information, links, embeds, 

and images that where created within the pages as I used code to create the tabs at the top then 

having to make div classes within the same document for the pages. From there I started adding 

in the information from page to page within the div classes in the index document. As they work 

together and everything for the pages in styled within the top of the page. That is where I made 

the background color, text, font, and font size for the pages. Then making sure everything is 

centered as well. In the index page there is code to make the slide show of pictures on the aboard 

page, as well as images for the aboard students that were provided via one drive by Dr. Bergeron.  

 The home page provides the intro to the website with an image of a Shikoku attraction, 

then from there the paragraph of the project summary was provided by Dr. Bergeron as well as 

the video that we were looking for together. Underneath the paragraph is the link to the full video 

and then the YouTube embed of the trailer. The Virtual Project page has the information from 

Dr. Bergeron as well with and image of the model for one of the building in the Unity project. 

The aboard page has the photo of Dr. Bergeron and the students participating in a traditional that 

must be complete, then with my writing and information on the background from Dr. Bergeron 

and at the bottom is the slide show of the photos provided via one drive. The pilgrimage page 

also has an embedded photo with my writing, an embedded google map provided to me, and 

photos at the bottom.  

 Within the Java and CSS documents is the coding and stylization for the website to have 

the pages, tabs and more work as they go back and forth. The CSS document is where the color 

change is provided for the tabs at the bottom of the document as well as margin, body, and tab 

control with a CSS color palette provider from google. If the tab color needs changing it would 

be in the CSS document and the page background color is in the index document. The Java 

document is all the necessary code that needs to be put in place for the tabs to work, without this 

document the whole thing would break.  

 Then creating my read me file, the documents for index.html, script.js, and style.css 

within my www folder. I have zipped the folder with all the images provided in the website so 

nothing will break from images. As all the provided changes were requested and provided by Dr. 

Bergeron and then had peers help me edit the text within the document.  


